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For today’s sake, let’s 
say you all believe 
that user research is 
important for any 
design project. 



But how often does 
the final product or 
service really reflect 
the insights and 
opportunities gleaned 
in research?



Not very often, 
that’s how often. 



So on top of the work 
we do to become 
better researchers, 
we must also become 
great translators of 
research data into 
design outcomes.  



This hour’s nut

• Some words about translation.

• Translation requires collaboration. It 
helps to manage the project around 
a series of deliverables.  

• For collaborative translation, atoms
are better than bits. Make stuff all 
the time!

• In practice, this looks more like a 
studio than an office.



Let me start by telling 
you some things 
you probably already 
know.



Two questions you must be able to answer

1.Why make that rather than 
something else? 

2.Why does it have those 
particular features and that 
particular form?



•I thought about some people 
doing something

•I thought of some features

•I thought about how those features 
might be embodied in a product

•I created the design to support these 
stories about imaginary people using 
that product.

A typical (but weak) answer



The translation story

Our team went out into the world; here is 
the data, here are stories about their 
lives

Here are the patterns, themes, values, 
opportunities, and/or needs we found

Here are models and a framework to 
guide our design

Here are stories about the same people, 
in which life is transformed, somehow 
“better”

We told these stories to people like those 
we observed, and they were excited / 
weren't excited: we revised, and the 
stories now look like this....

Here are the features and product 
qualities required to make those stories 
come true

We had some ideas about how these 
features and qualities might be 
embodied in a product, using this set 
of technologies, organizational changes, 
and human experiences, fitting the 
patterns, themes, values, opportunities 
and needs in these ways

Those ideas evolved through an 
iterative process of exposing people to 
stories, mockups, and prototypes, 
gaining new understanding, and refining 
the result

Those ideas also evolved through an 
iterative process of refining the business 
and technical implementation plan



research isn’t a phase

system
testbuild

decide
what 
to make

design
what 
it’s like deliver

establish
project

• it helps to have a broad definition 
of “research”

• research rises and falls in prominence throughout the 
project

• it almost always gets more focused as you progress

research
activity 



system
testbuild deliver

establish
project

neither is translation

• it is not a phase in the process

• it is not a role or activity

• it is a way of conducting a project, a way of working 
that soaks through every phase

• it is a set of lenses and a set of tools and techniques 
employed by the whole team 

• it has to do with team culture across all disciplinesamount of
uncertainty 

decide
what 
to make

design
what 
it’s like



this requires 
a culture change. 



the data has to 
get inside you. 



the data has to 
get inside your team. 



the data has to 
get inside your concepts. 



the data has to 
get inside your 
stakeholders. 



• A result that “fits” – reflects 
an understanding of people, 
activity, and context

• A team that has been 
transformed by immersion 
in the world of the people 
who will use their creation

Two results of a translation-driven process



So by translation, I 
mean the insights, 
lessons, voices, 
contexts, patterns, 
themes of research are 
carried through into 
the final outcome.



Translation requires 
you to think about 
work culture, project 
management, 
communication design, 
immersive experiences 
for the team.



Sure, user-centered 
design is good. But it’s 
not the full answer. 
Let’s all become valued 
contributors to 
integrated design and 
development. 



Managing artifacts, not activities

Change the process 
from a chain of 
activities into a chain of 
work artifacts.

Design each so that it 
requires co-creation.



The translation story

data & patterns, models, stories of features, evolving specs
stories themes,… framework future content,… whole

Use a chain of working documents to carry research 
insights through the whole process.

This effort should involve the whole team. If it 
doesn’t, both translation and project management 
become more complicated, more hellish. 



Atoms are better than bits

The work artifacts serve 
the team better when 
they’re made out of 
stuff on the wall than 
bits in a file server. 
I’ll use the conclusion from an old 
presentation to say it further…
www.marcrettig.com/writings/rettig.walls.72dpi.pdf

http://www.marcrettig.com/writings/rettig.walls.72dpi.pdf


Walls provide the
context for a big, 
quiet, slow-paced
conversation 
between
everyone at 
HannaHodge. 
Putting something 
on the wall is 

“saying something.”



This background 
changes how we 
work. We have  
conversations that 
would never 
take place 
if  we weren’t 
working in a giant 
co-constructed 
conversation piece. 



Moral
Make things together. Make work, ideas, and 
conversations concrete, tangible. Put them up 
on the walls for everyone to see. The stuff on 
the walls will provide a common language of 
your team. 

Walls!

marc rettig
summer, 2000
mrettig@well.com



Enough words. Let’s 
look at pictures.

First, some random 
examples…



Where these folks work, “collaboration” typically means having meetings and sending one another 
documents for comment. We used a requirement to wade through a pile of articles and research studies 
as an excuse to introduce a new way of working. Each person took part of the pile and read through it. 
Facts and insights worth injecting into the team’s collective memory were written on sticky notes, with a 
rule that a note could hold only one idea. Figures and tables were simply photocopied. Here, the team is 
starting to assemble all these extracts from all those documents on to a single wall. 



Now we’re starting to cluster them. We create the clustering as a group, announcing clusters as we 
decide to make them, passing one another notes that seem to relevant to this or that cluster, reading 
especially interesting insights aloud. It’s fun, it leads to great conversation, and it yields a collective 
understanding of the material – we start to own it as a group. 



Here the cluster-makers are giving guided 
tours of the insight wall to members of the 
extended team, management, and 
stakeholders.



Recipe for the skeleton of a project plan: gather designers, 
strategy people, engineers, researchers and project 
managers. Explain the scope of the project. Each creates a 
pile of stickies representing the tasks that, from their point of 
view, must be included in the plan. Now stick them on the 
wall, arrange chronologically, and draw lines for dependencies. 

It takes time, it requires a lot of conversation, it might feel 
tedious. But there are two outcomes: a sequenced task list 
that is more complete than the project manager could do 
alone, and a group understanding of how the roles will work 
together to get the job done. 



The pages of a document as it is 
being written by the team. New 
versions are taped over previous 
versions of each page, so by 
flipping through you can see 
changes. Issues, to-do’s, and 
status notes are annotated with 
sticky notes. Because the 
current version is on the wall, 
anyone can see status, anyone 
can raise an issue without 
interrupting their colleague, and 
group work sessions can be 
facilitated by working through 
this big conversation piece –
everyone looking at the same 
thing – and recording decisions 
in full view of the group. 



Individual observations from twenty-four usability test sessions 
are being clustered by members of the team – here a graphic 
designer, a project manager, and the lead information architect.

This was part of an extended effort to move the team from being 
dependent on an outside consultant for the planning, conduct 
and analysis of user tests, to being completely self-propelled.  



High school students attending 
Design Camp (sponsored by the 
Design Institute at the University 
of Minnesota) gained experience 
in team collaboration via 
sketches and models. Here a 
model of their project – a 
collapsible shelter for homeless 
people – rests on initial 
sketches. They made these 
things together. The team’s 
idea’s and the representation of 
those ideas evolved together. 



Because of this process, any one of the 
students on the team can explain the design 
process and the subtleties of the design 
decisions to the adults who came to tour the 
completed prototype.  



Here two students from the 
Carnegie Mellon Graduate 
School of Design use a mockup 
of a service for visitors to art 
museums. Photographs of walls 
from the museum are projected 
on the wall. These two are role-
playing as museum visitors. 
The person controlling the 
projector causes different 
sounds and visual effects to 
appear based on their actions. 

I include this example to make 
the point that mockups can be 
quick and cheap to make, and 
can be powerful tools for 
drawing people into the mindset 
of the people who may use the 
completed design. 



Mini-case:

Vanguard + 
HannaHodge.
Big company meets consulting firm. 
Buy-in to translation process on 
consulting side, eager openness on 
client side. 



make the data real

• notes from interviews, shadowing, 
document analysis, etc. all brought 
together and analyzed

• core team (design, development, 
business, stakeholders)

• the goal is to get the data out of 
notebooks and files, and up on the 
wall where the whole team can absorb 
them and manipulate them. Make the 
data accessible. 

• by-product: everyone involved gains 
thorough knowledge of the data



harvesting the data

Jessica is reading notes from 
research, while others on the team 
listen and capture data on sticky 
notes. One idea per note, coded for 
source (person, place,… whatever is 
useful)

Members of the extended team, from 
the client side, hear all the research 
results as they help make stickies. 



analysis

clustering: looking for themes



clusters



a closer look



some clusters

the life events family of clusters
We learned a lot about the life events 
that effect people’s financial plans, 
attitudes, and actions. 

financial goals family of clusters
People talked about their savings-
related goals and mindset somewhat 
differently than the current web site.



Mini-case:

VasSol CANVAS
Two designers at a small medical 
software start-up, with ten Chinese 
programmers, a Chinese research 
scientist, and a CEO.  

For a detailed case history of this project, the team’s way of 
working, and reflections on the results, see the case study 
published at the DUX 2003 conference, available here:

www.marcrettig.com/writings/DUX_Herzfeldt_Rettig.pdf

http://www.marcrettig.com/writings/DUX_Herzfeldt_Rettig.pdf


task complexity

The original 
prototype: lots of 
complexity, lots of 
modes. A set of 
features glued beside 
a single large view of 
information. 



technology + human anatomy



time pressure, critical task, dark room



existing tools



end result: clarity, accuracy



But none of the team 
other than the CEO and 
chief scientist had seen 
any of this. The whole 
team saw through the 
lens of the original 
protoype. 





sequence of activities

notes about each task

tasks

actions / steps / 

views or screens

additional functionality
(unnecessary!)





for each step of each task…

• required information

• required knowledge or skills

• people, relationships

• measures of success

• barriers to success

• terminology

• cognitive task

• underlying concerns





chains: insight – implication – solution 

task steps

user issue / observation

design implication

possible solution



interacting roles



essential controls & content

A “prototype” on the wall. For each step of the activity, stickies
capture the views and controls that must be on the screen for 
people to accomplish their job. 









To repeat myself…

• We need to move beyond user-
centered design to integrated 
strategy and development. 

• This requires an emphasis on 
facilitation, communication, 
problem-solving, bedside manner, 
etc. and more cetera.

• In my experience with such work, 
atoms are better than bits. Make it 
together on the walls, document it 
on the computers. 



Thank you.


